
Sample Agenda (90 minutes) 
Planning Action Forum and support for action groups 

 
The purpose of this meeting is to finalize plans for the Action Forum, and 
address other considerations for supporting the action efforts as they unfold. 

 
Welcome and review agenda (5 minutes)  
Welcome everyone and do a quick check-in.  
 
Report from dialogue circles (15 minutes) 
Ask the coordinator or others who have been meeting with facilitators to 
report on how the circles are going.  

• Are circles diverse and well attended? 
• How are the discussion materials working? 
• What kinds of action ideas are beginning to emerge? 
• Do we anticipate outcomes that are: 

 about changes in individuals’ attitudes, beliefs and behaviors? 
 about collective action, such as new projects, collaborations, 

connections to existing community efforts or institutional changes? 
 aimed at affecting policy? 

• How will we collect and categorize ideas before the Action Forum?  
 
Planning the Action Forum (45 minutes) 
Before you have this conversation, please see Appendix I.  
 
Using the Sample Agenda as a starting point, talk about how to structure the 
event. (See page 98 in Organizing Community-wide Dialogue for Action and 
Change.) Be attentive to racial dynamics as you plan.  

• How can we ensure the event will be welcoming to all kinds of people?  
• Are we sharing leadership and decision making across racial groups?  
• Are there particular individuals or organizations to invite, because they 

will be involved in implementing the action ideas?  
• Who will host the event?  
• How will we summarize the work of the circles?  
• Have we lined up people to convene the action groups and get them 

started?  
• Can we build in time during the Forum for action groups to meet 

briefly?  
• Will we be writing a report summarizing the circles and action plans? 

How will we distribute it?  
• What can we tell people about our future plans?  



Long-term action support (20 minutes) 
As a whole group, talk about the plans for carrying the action work forward. 
Here are some things to talk about: 
 
• Do we have an Action Oversight Committee in place to coordinate the 

action efforts? How will these groups stay connected to the original 
organizing group? See diagram in Appendix J. 

• Do we have leaders (experienced “process facilitators”) to help action 
groups get started, find information, and access a range of resources? 
(See Appendix K.) 

• How will we track outcomes and results? 
• How can we make sure we stay focused on our goals? 
• Do we need to look for new or additional funding? 
• Do we have a communications plan ready to keep the community 

informed about our progress?  
 
Wrap-up and next steps (5 minutes) 
Decide how the steering group will stay in touch as the action phase begins. 
Set a meeting date to take stock, after the project is well into the action 
phase. Thank everyone for attending, and adjourn. 
 
Meeting summary: 

We decided: 
 
Comments:  
 
Task   Who   By when ________ 
 
Next meeting (date, time & place):  
 
 
 


	Report from dialogue circles (15 minutes)

